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 现代汉语形容词比较常见的重叠形式共有六种：AA 式、AABB 式、ABAB
式、AAB 式、ABB 式和 A 里 AB 式；现代泰语形容词比较常见的重叠形式共有
































AABB，却重叠为 ABAB 式。②汉语双音节形容词 AB 重叠式为 A 里 AB 式，却







































Adjectives reduplication is an important part of modern Chinese grammar. 
Adjectives reduplication makes our expression flexible and emotional. In Thai 
language adjectives reduplication is also a popular phenomenon. On the base of the 
comparison of the adjectives reduplication in Chinese and Thai language, this paper 
mainly investigated the Thai students’ acquisition case of adjectives reduplication, 
and then analyzed the reason of the error types and the causes, and has suggested 
some teaching strategies. 
This research of comparison of adjectives reduplication between Chinese and 
Thai is mainly composed of four parts, the form of reduplication, the grammatical 
meaning, syntax function, pragmatic contrast.  
The six types of Chinese adjectives reduplication that we can often see are AA, 
AABB, ABAB, AAB, ABB and A in AB. The five types of adjectives reduplication 
that we can often see in Thai language are AA, AABB, ABAB, AAB and A（tone 
change）A. Both in Chinese and Thai language, adjectives reduplication show the 
degree of the properties of the adjectives referred to, it can not only deepen but also 
diminish the degree. In Chinese adjectives reduplication can express emphasis and 
descriptive meanings, while Thai adjectives reduplication can express the indefinite, 
order and the new meanings. From its syntactic function point of view, Chinese 
adjectives reduplication acts as predicate attributive, adverbial, complement, and 
object of the sentences, and few can be used as a subject. Thai adjectives 
reduplication can be used as attributive, predicate, adverbial, and only a few can be 
used as a subject or an complement. Chinese adjective reduplication form can act as a 
object, but Thai is impossible. From both the pragmatic point of view, the functions of 
Chinese adjectives reduplication are description, assertion, imperative, evaluation and 















and imperative. Thus, it can be seen that the expression of Chinese adjectives 
reduplication features are richer. 
This paper is designed the questionnaire for 100 Thai students to investigate their 
Chinese adjectives reduplication’s situation by the students which from Prince of 
Songkhla University (Hatyai Campus), Prince of Songkhla University (Phuket 
Campus) and Xiamen University. The content about this survey is Adjectives 
Reduplication, the question types are filled with empty questions, sentence estimate 
and make over error sentences, and there are 5 parts. From this survey writer can 
know Thai students have many problems about adjectives reduplication study. Their 
study of adjectives reduplication relies on the sense of language and they can not 
understand the adjectives reduplication clearly. The error of Thai students’ studies on 
Chinese adjectives reduplication can be divided into many types.  
First type is the error form of adjectives reduplication, ①Chinese two-syllable 
adjectives AB reduplication of AABB style, but error reduplication as ABAB style. 
②Chinese-style two-syllable adjectives Reduplication of A in AB style, but error 
reduplication as the ABAB style. ③Chinese adjective for the AAB style, but error 
reduplication as ABB style. ④ Confused with AABB add ABAB Reduplication. 
Second type is adding adverb “too”（太）, “very”（非常）in front of adjectives 
reduplication. The third type is the missing  of (的) and (地). Fourth type is the error 
of inappropriate word collocation in meaning level. 
These errors are mainly formed by internal and external causes. External causes 
include teacher reasons and teaching materials. Internal reasons include the cause of 
the negative transfer to mother tongue, purpose language standardization and avoiding 
the reason and the Thai students’ improper learning strategies.  
In based on comparative study and error analysis above, specifically for Thai 
students to design a adjective reduplication in Chinese teaching courseware.The 
teaching design based on the student centered teaching concept, which applies the 
task teaching method and the communicative teaching principles of adjective 















communicative task specific content and games with Thailand students life study 
practice closely related, very specific. 
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